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About us
Dalen Limited is a market leading British designer and manufacturer 
based in Birmingham. Dalen is made up of four brands, TOP-TEC, 
Dalen Design Concepts, Dalen Healthcare and Amington, providing 
solutions for education, corporate, healthcare and industrial sectors.

TOP-TEC specialises in creating technical furniture solutions for the 
education market and has a rich history of providing solutions for 
active learning spaces.

Our comprehensive range of solutions include:

• Audio Visual Lecterns - ideal for presenters and lecturers in 
education environments

• Collaborative Furniture - for active learning environments and 
collaborative meeting spaces in business

• Workspace Desks - Modular, configurable and flexible desking 
made exactly to your requirements

• AV Bracketry - Robust and secure mounting solutions for 
projectors, screens, monitors and tablets

• IT Security Enclosures - Innovative security solutions for AV and IT 
equipment, including PCs, tablets, laptops and printers 

• Digital Signage - Mobile, static and wall mounted display solutions 
that can be fully integrated with AV and IT equipment

• Media Trolleys - Versatile and secure mobile solutions for screens, 
tablets, laptops and AV/IT equipment

Why choose us?

UK Designer & Manufacturer
Equipped with an in-house expert team of designers 
and engineers we are able to offer an exceptional 
level of customisation to our products.

60 Years of Innovation

Specialist Installation Service
We are complemented by our specialist installation 
team to install our products on your site at a time 
that is convenient to you, ensuring your organisation 
receives a trouble-free service with minimal disruption.

Established in 1957, Dalen has provided excellent 
customer service for over 60 years and has built a 
deserved reputation for going above and beyond the 
call of duty for our customers.
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AUDIO VISUAL 
LECTERNS
We provide a variety of lecterns as part of our Audio 
Visual furniture range. Our comprehensive range 
of AV lecterns are designed to accommodate all 
types of room space, including small to medium 
sized teaching rooms, large lecture theatres, agile 
workspaces, presentation rooms and reception 
areas.

We also offer a range of height adjustable lecterns 
in which the entire surface rises and falls to suit all 
users preferences, including wheelchair access to 
enable Equality Act Compliance. Height adjustability 
is key in modern teaching and learning, and allows 
users the option of standing, which is proven to 
increase productivity.
 
TOP-TEC premium lecterns feature a versatile 
removable rack that fully integrates AV equipment, 
facilitating easy configuration for technicians. Each 
lectern comes with complete cable management, 
providing easy access and a safe environment for all 
users, with no trailing cables.

We provide an in-house branding service where we 
can match your corporate identity on all TOP-TEC 
Audio Visual Lecterns. High quality vinyl prints of 
your logo can be applied to the surface of all lecterns 
to promote your branding to students, employees 
and customers. We also offer illuminated branding on 
our premium range of lecterns, which is a high-quality 
laser cut backed with an illuminated custom print of 
your logo.





Height-Adjustable
Technology Rich Lecterns
Gemini is a range of electrically height adjustable desk style lecterns in which the entire surface rises and falls to meet 
any user preference. Equality Act compliant, Gemini also features easily accessible secure storage for both rack and 
non-rack mounted equipment, and is supplied with a versatile monitor arm. Its ergonomic design provides a spa-
cious surface and is ideal for both seated and standing presentations in all room sizes.



Gemini
Solo (1250) Mono (1400)

Duet (1800) Mono/Duet (2200)

Mono/Duet (3000)

12U & 14U
models available

fixed height models 
available on request
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Accommodates ALL User 
Height Requirements
Aries is a stylish presentation lectern that features a height adjustable area that can be flat or angled at 15°. Equality 
Act compliant, Aries incorporates 16U or 32U rack space, a half rack open as standard. Our unique removable 
racking system allows the user to customise their AV/IT requirements prior to installation; increasing installation 
efficiency.



Aries

Mono (1400) Horizontal / Angled Top

Duo (2200)
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Contemporary Curved Lecterns
Contour is a prestigious lectern, available in a range of sizes to suit all room types. Designed to securely house 
media equipment, Contour is available with 16U or 32U rack space as well as excellent cable management. Ideal for 
lecture theatres, meeting rooms and reception spaces; where a large working surface and the secure deployment of 
communication and computer equipment is needed.



Contour

Solo (1280) Pico (1500) Nano (1650)

Compact (2130) Mono (2525)

Duet (3000)
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expert is a contemporary styled lectern designed to enhance any presentation space. Able to securely house inte-
grated media equipment, it is suitable for all room sizes. With a removable rack system and illuminated branding, 
expert is another premium quality offering to suit particular interior designs.

Multi-Purpose Media Lecterns



expert

Mono (1000) Mono + (1250) Mono ++ (1500)

Duplex (1500) Compact (1600)

Standard (1660) Duet (2100) Duo (2440)
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Fixed Height and Height 
Adjustable Lecterns
brAVo is a range of mobile lecterns with three sizes of worktop available in a selection of fixed heights or electric 
height adjustable configurations. Incorporating the TOP-TEC innovative 19” secure rack unit that secures all rack and 
non-rack mounted IT and AV equipment. BrAVo ensures easy installation and maintenance through four-door access 
whilst retaining the highest levels of security.



brAVo / brAVo HA

brAVo (1000) brAVo HA (1000)

brAVo + (1250) brAVo HA + (1250)

brAVo ++ (1500) brAVo HA ++ (1500)
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explorer is a media integrated lectern focused on small to medium presentation spaces. Utilising our innovative 16U 
rack design, which secures both rack and non-rack mounted equipment, explorer is supplied with a flexible monitor 
arm and concealed castors. The basic features of an explorer result in a cost effective product with a very competi-
tive lead time.

Stylish Presentation Lecterns



explorer

Mono (1000 / 1250 / 1500)

Duplex (1500)

‘Deluxe’ side 
panel options
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CredenzA is a range of secure and sleek media integrated, free-standing cabinets. Ideal for mid-sized seminar rooms, 
CredenzA sits against the wall to be inconspicuous and efficiently use space available. Fitted with our innovative 19” 
rack unit that secures all equipment both rack and non-rack mounted, along with front opening doors makes the units 
accessible and easy to use.

Media Integrated Credenzas



CredenzA

CredenzA Door Options

Solid door Half open Half glazed Full glazed

Mono (740) Duplex (1440)
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Height-Adjustable 
Presentation Podiums
messenGer is an elegant and stylish podium suitable for a wide range of presentation spaces with minimal footprint. 
messenGer is electrically height adjustable to suit all presenters. The lectern rises and falls at the push of a button 
and depending on models selected can be configured with wireless or corded microphones, PCs and other AV 
technology.



M3P (4U full-width rack) (1000)

messenGer
M1P (665)

M2P (4U half-width rack) (786)

M4P (8U full-width rack) (1000)

Castors

Static
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leCtus is a desk style lectern for teaching and presenting. Whilst similar to standard seminar room desking, leCtus 
features a 4U rack (vertical plus 12U half width or 4U full width per leg), excellent internal cable management and an 
articulated endo monitor arm for presenter comfort.

Equality Act Compliant



leCtus

leCtus Door Options

Duet (1340)

4U aperture full-width (vertical) 
2U aperture half-widthNo aperture 12U aperture half-width
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rubi is an economical media cabinet for small rooms. It is a compact solution allowing it to be placed in areas 
where space is limited. All four sides of rubi are lockable and detachable from the frame providing easy access to 
equipment.

Compact & Modular Design



rubi

Mono (675) / Mono + (1200)
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Juno is a sleek and stylish wall-mounted presenter suitable for a wide range of smaller spaces or reception areas. 
Perfect as a lecturers workstation, the screen can either be mounted to the wall or on an articulated endo monitor arm 
for security.

Wall-Mounted Stations



Juno
Juno A (628) 

Juno B (800)

Juno C (800) 

Access door for 
improved maintenance
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The stArlite presenter is a mobile height adjustable presentation station with an inclined or flat work-surface, 
designed to accommodate two visualisers so that the user may easily switch between media or present multiple 
items simultaneously. The additional 2U of top-loading full width storage allows for equipment to be securely 
concealed.

Presenters Stations



stArlite

Fully adjustable worktop Internal top loading 
2U rack space Writing surface inlay

stArlite presenter (1010) 
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Our write-on surfaces for lecterns, coupled with an appropriate visualiser, allow you to effectively display content 
through projection equipment on the fly. Whether you are displaying notes, writing on the fly, demonstrating physical 
items or simply trying to go paperless, the advantage of a quality-writing surface is evident.

Display Content Easily



Glass or Ceramic Inlay 
Our glass and ceramic inlaid surfaces help make your presentation space more effective, enabling you to write 
directly onto the worktop or present your work on the screen utilising visualiser technology. Choose your finish to 
optimise visualiser quality on the presentation screen.

Audio VisuAl leCterns

WritinG CApture surfACes

Please note:
- Wet wipe is a surface for a "damp" not "wet" cloth.
- If below 20% gloss you will experience fewer reflection issues.

• Our write-on surfaces for lecterns, coupled with an appropriate visualiser, allow you to effectively display content 
through projection equipment on the fly.
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We Can Match Your 
Brand Identity!
When you buy any lectern from the range, we will incorporate your organisations logo into the design at no extra 
cost. Our branding is cut and printed in house, meaning we are well equipped to achieve the design style and 
execution that you desire. Our advisers will help specify your requirements before our design team gets to work on 
ensuring the logo is printed and fitted exactly how you specified.



Illuminated Branding

A high-quality laser cut, backed with an illuminated custom print of your logo so that we can achieve the design, 
style and execution that you desire.

The location of the branding on each model of lectern is similar with the exact positioning determined by the size and 
design of the logo to ensure balance and harmony with the unit. Your customer service contact can provide further 
information and assistance if required.

Included on:

 » Aries

 » Gemini

 » Contour

 brAndinG

CredenzA - Duplex

Kellogg’s
Vinyl Branding

 » expert

 » brAVo

 » stArlite

Vinyl branding

We can match your corporate identity. High quality vinyl logos can be applied to the surface of our products to pro-
mote your branding to customers and employees.

Available as either logo only, or a full panel wrap.
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Seated To Standing At Your 
Finger-Tips
The HeiGHt AdJustAble module is designed to meet the ergonomic needs of the presenter and can be added to 
selected models of the range to transform lectern worktops from seated to standing height at the push of a button. 
The slope of the module can tilt for easier reading or remain fixed horizontally. Available on Contour and expert 
models in 450mm, 550mm and 750mm widths.



HA module

on Contour duet
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MODEL WIDTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm) DEPTH (mm)

Gemini

Solo 1250 12U 740 - 1080
14U 850 - 1190 800

Mono 1400 12U 740 - 1080
14U 850 - 1190 800

Duet 1800 12U 740 - 1080
14U 850 - 1190 800

Mono 2200 12U 740 - 1080
14U 850 - 1190 800

Duet 2200 12U 740 - 1080
14U 850 - 1190 800

Mono 3000 12U 740 - 1080
14U 850 - 1190 800

Duet 3000 12U 740 - 1080
14U 850 - 1190 800

Contour

Solo 1280 888 900

Pico 1500 888 800

Nano 1650 888 1030

Compact 2130 888 1025

Duplex 2130 888 1025

Mono 2525 888 1030

Duet 3000 888 1100

speCifiCAtion
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MODEL WIDTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm) DEPTH (mm)

messenGer

M1P 
(Small internal pocket able 
to house AV equipment)

665 870 - 1200 518

M2P 
(4U half-width rack) 786 870 - 1200 570

M3P 
(4U full-width rack) 1000 730 - 1060 721

M4P 
(8U full-width rack) 1000 830 - 1130 728

LeCtus

Duet 1340 760 750

expert

Mono 1000 920 750

Mono +
1250 920 750

Mono ++
1500 920 750

Duplex 1500 920 750

Compact 1660 920 750

Standard 2000 920 750

Duet 2100 920 750

Duo 2440 920 750
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MODEL WIDTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm) DEPTH (mm)

Bravo

8U brAVo
12U brAVo

1000 900 - 1200
(Fixed at 50mm increments) 750

8U brAVo +
12U brAVo + 1250 900 - 1200

(Fixed at 50mm increments) 750

8U brAVo ++
12U brAVo ++ 1500 900 - 1200

(Fixed at 50mm increments) 750

Bravo Ha

8U brAVo
12U brAVo

1000 950 - 1200 750

8U brAVo +
12U brAVo + 1250 950 - 1200 750

8U brAVo ++
12U brAVo ++ 1500 950 - 1200 750

expLorer

Mono 1000 1000 950 770

Mono 1250 1250 950 770

Mono 1500 1500 950 770

Duplex 1500 950 770

Credenza

Mono 740 950 641

Duplex 1440 950 641
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MODEL WIDTH (mm) HEIGHT (mm) DEPTH (mm)

aries

Mono
(Angled & Horizontal) 1400 740 - 1080 800

Duo
(Angled & Horizontal) 2200 740 - 1080 800

ruBi

Mono 675 900 450

Mono + 1200 900 560

Juno

Juno A 730 470 480

Juno b & C 800 700 500

starLite

stArlite 1010 910 - 1250 960
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T: +44 (0) 121 783 3838   
E: sales@top-tec.co.uk
W: www.top-tec.co.uk

v2106.1Dalen Limited
Valepits Road
Garretts Green
Birmingham
B33 0TD, UK

Made in the UK

is a brand of

TOP-TEC manufactures a range of secure, AV integrated and collaborative 
furniture solutions to the education sector.

We provide an end-to-end service from consultation, room planning right through 
to design, build and installation.


